War in Art
"War in Art" a ulith and
tape prese-ntation traei u g
nestern attitudes tonard war
through art, alit he presented
by Professor David Hatch at
2:80 p.m. today In 1C141. Dr.
Hatch is a sponsored guest
speaker or the Professors
Against the War.
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Police Arrest Joan Baez
During Anti-Draft Rally

Campus YR’s Criticize
ALF Protest Actions
int; PAW’s planned classroom
discu.ssions.
A spokesman for the ALF then
announced that ALF members
would adjourn to the San Jose
Community Bank building to turn
in their draft cards.
Confusion was heightened earlier when, according to Peter
Roche,security officer, an unidentified woman had an epileptic
seizure on Seventh Street. A fire
engine and ambulance were called
to the scene, but the woman refused treatment, according to the
ambulance service.
Wednesday and Thursday PAW
will position 12 public dialogue
stations along Seventh Street
where Vietnam policy will be discussed.
The YR’s have scheduled a 10
piece band and a fife and drum
corps on those two days to protest
against those professors who have
dismissed their classes because they
plan to speak on Seventh Street.

A CROWD OF both students and non -students picketed the San
Jose Selective Services downtown offices yesterday, supporting
demonstrators in San Francisco and Oakland. The picketing is a
part of a national movement called "Stop the Draft Week."

Faculty Groups Reaffirm Position
In Favor of Tuition-Free Colleges
Faculty organizations reaffirmed
support of a tuition-free system of
higher education in California yesterday.
The Legislative Joint Committee
on Higher Education held the second open hearing on the financing
of the state colleges and university yesterday in San Francisco.
Expressing the opinion of the
California State Employees Association (CSEA), Dr. William L.
Tidwell, academic consultant of

the CSEA, said, "The imposition
of tuition would be contrary to
our objective which is to aid in
the development of the state’s resources and the advancement of
the state’s economy."
"A tuition -free system is not a
subsidy for every kid on the block,
just the motivated, superior ones."
Tidwell said.
Bud Hutchinson, former SJS
economics professor and executive
secretary of the College Council

At Sac State

King Tells Students
Vietnam War ’Unfair’

Alter Collins’ statement that
PAW did not agree with Vietnam
discussion in unrelated classrooms,
hecklers taunted the YR position
and labeled it as shaky.
Steen replied by reading exerpts
SACRAMENTO (AP) -- Civil
from the Spartan Daily concern- rights leader Martin Luther King
told several thousand college students yesterday that he must condemn the Vietnam war "because it
is an unjust war" that also works
against the drive for Negro equality.
"Our nation is trying to fight
two wars at the same time, the
VATICAN CITY, (AP) The
war in Vietnam and the war on
Roman Catholic bishops synod was
poverty, and is losing both," King
told yesterday the church should
drop its historic demand for prom- declared in a speech on the Sacraise that the children of mixed mento State College football field.
marriages be reared as Catholics.
King, referring to Vietnam,
The advice was also heard in maintained that "because of that
the Catholic world Laity Congress, unjust war we are not putting our
where the promises were termed resources into the war on pov"irrelevant or worse for many erty."
Christians."
In fighting a war thousands of
Justin Cardinal Darmajuwana of miles away which takes money
Indonesia assailed both the prom- from the domestic war on poverty,
ises and the report, which he said King declared, the nation has
should be thrown out.
"mixed up its priorities. It is high
Referring to the promise which time for our nation to get its
the Church requires of non- priorities right."
Catholic partners in mixed marCONTINITS STAND
riages on the religious life of children, the cardinal said: "The
He noted that his war criticism
Church must affirm clearly that has drawn comments that he
married couples have a genuine should stick to civil rights acand common responsibility for tivity, but replied that as a Baptheir own spiritual life and that tist minister his business is peace
of their children. It would be in and when it comes to Vietnam "I
order to eliminate unilaerial prom- will continue to take that stand."
ises."
Solid applause greeted his stand
At the congress of 2,500 Catho- against the war.
lic laymen, Patrick Crowley of
King said that while he underNew York told a workship on stood why Negroes rioted in big
ecumenism: "The Vatican state- cities, "I sill believe . .
firmly
ments on freedom of religion make In nonviolence. I don’t believe we
the issue of promises to the Catho- can win a violent revolution."
lic faith at the altar either irWhites must realize, he added,
revelent or worse for many Chris- that while they may condemn
tians."
riots, "It is just as important to
In March, 1966, Pope Paul VI condemn the Intolerable condiruled that the promises need no tions .
. which lead persons to
violence . . to call attention to
longer be written.

Laity Asks Church
To Alter Stand on
Mixed Marriages

SANTA CLARA VALLEY
Fair through today. Continued warm afternoons. High
today 85 to 95. Low tongiht
45 to 5S. Gentle wind. High
today 91.
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By JOYCE AUGUsTIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS Young Republicans and the
Professors Against the War ( PAW)
thrashed out their differences from
Seventh Street platforms while
American Liberation Front members anti crowds of students heckled and shouted at the speakers
yesterday afternoon.
YR’s launched their planned
demonstrations against this week’s
PAW-scheduled "Vietnam Classroom" by parading in front of the
cafeteria carrying red, white and
blue placards.
"Education not Indoctrination,"
"No Brainwash on Tax Money,"
"Keep Propaganda Out of Classroom," and "Professors Against
Wisdom" were some of the signs
that greeted Peter Collins, associate professor of foreign languages as he attempted to clarify
the PAW position .on the Vietnam
classrooms.
"The YR’s regard this use of
state financed classroom time to
be an inappropriate and illegal use
of state funds," Garth Steen, president of the YR’s said earlier.
Agreeing with Steen, Collins
said, Vietnam policy in non-related classes would "constitute a
deprivation" of the students’ right
to classroom time. Reading from
a PAW statement, he added, "Whether or not the dialogues will be
held In lieu of the scheduled classes is a matter for each participating professor to decide in the light
of the relevance of the issue to
course material and according to
the needs of the professional conscience." "This is PAW’s effort to
follow responsibly the Association
of American University Professors’
code on academic responsibility,"
he stressed.
Collins’ statement seemed to
conflict with an earlier PAW
statement by James O’Connor
when he said, "On Wednesday and
Thursday we will hold our classes
out of doors on and around Seventh Street. We want a face-toface dialogue with our students

Warm Weather

!problems. A riot is the language of
the unheard."
King laid the blame for Negro
poverty, inferior education and a
feeling of hopelessness on the
"policy makers of white society.
The problem is that our Congress,
our people don’t use the cold winters creatively enough to get rid
of the problems that cause long,
hot summers."
NEW STAGE
The civil rights movement has
moved into a new and in many
ways tougher stage from the drive
against legal segregation, the Nobel Peace Prize winner said. Now,
things are "more difficult because
it is going to cost the nation
something. It is much easier to integrate a lunch counter than it is
to eradicate slums."
King Said he still favors an integrated society as opposed to a
black-white split advocated by
white segrationists and some
Negro militants, but added that
"integration . . . must be shared
power."

Stanford Student
Commits Suicide
STANFORD (AP)An 18-yearold Stanford University student
from Des Moines, Iowa, fatally
shot himself Sunday in the living
rooin of his fraternity house, officials said.
The Santa Clara County sheriff’s office said a note found near
the body of John E. Meyer said,
"It is impossible to reconcile oneself to a no-holds-barred world."

OA I.A Mt AP ) About 800
anti-draft de
trators attempted to block entrances to the
Oakland Army Induction Center yesterday and 79 were ar.
rested, inc I ml lug folksinger Joan
Baez., one of the leaders.
The long-haired vocalist was
leading a crowd in a haml-elapping chant, *AN ant My Freedont Now.- when police moved
in and led her and a dozen
others to a waiting patrol
wagon.
It was the second wave of arrests in the mass demonstration
which began at dawn.
About a dozen Army draftees
who arrived early entered the
building by stepping over the
shoulders of huddled pickets.
Two busloads of draftees arrived two hours later and entered
a side door while Miss Baez and
her group were being arrested.

THIRD ARREST
Among those arrested was Mrs.
Dorothy Hill, 75, of Berkeley, who
said that this was her third arrest for the same cause.
The picketing was organized and
led by a group calling itself the
of the American Federation of
Action Day Committee which
Teachers (AFT), suggested im- Civil
provement for student financial
aid programs.
"Responsibility requires that we
do more than merely reject proposals to shift more of the cost
of higher education to our students and their families," HutStudents are needed to fill posts
chinson said.
on the Intramurals and Student
"We have an obligation to our Activities Boards, according to
students, the taxpayers of Cali- ASH Personnel Officer Steve
fornia, and the Legislature to sug- Frank. Applications are available
gest a program that will encour- in the College Union and interage all qualified youngsters to de- views are conducted every day by
velop their intellectual potential to appointment.
the fullest and to produce a fair
Spots are open on the 11 stuand practical way of paying for dent -faculty committees including
this socially necessary service."
Academic Fairness, Athletics AdDr. Ross Y. Keen, Executive visory, Athletics Special Events,
Secretary of the Association of Civil Defense and Disaster and
California State College Professors Honors Programs.
(ACSCP) pointed out a falacy of
Other student-faculty positions
tuition: "eligibility for higher edu- are available with the Library,
cation is highly correlated with Public Ceremonies, Spartan Shops
family income."
Inc., Student Financial Aid, Student Publication Advisory and
Housing,

1ASB Job Officer
Lists Open Posts

also claims support of various
other Bay Area peace groups.
The demonstration was a stormy
prelude to University of California student plans for an all-night
"teach-in" against the draft, to
be followed by an attempt to immobilize the induction center Tuesday morning.
The non-student groups beat the
students to the objective and
started out before sunrise today.
JOAN’S MOTHER
Among the first arrested was
Mrs. Joan Baez, mother of the
folksinger. Joan herself also was
on hand, proclaiming: "I’ve been
ready to go to jail for two hours."
Joan got her wish an hour later.
About 50 helmeted police armed
with nightsticks moved up to the
entrance where she was singing,
and arrested the singer and 12
others. All went quietly to a patrol wagon.
Police arrested those at one entrance at about 7 a.m. after twice
warning them they were trespassing.
The demonstrators ranged from
youngsters to bearded, sandaled
hippie types, to gray-haired old
women and some conventionallyclad middle-aged men.
They carried signs lettered with
such slogans as "Hell No, I
won’t go," "Kill for Peace," "Make
Love not War," and picture posters of dead children supposedly
killed in Vietnam.
"We are here to make public
witness showing our support for
those committing civil disobedience," said one picketer, who identified himself as Duncan Thomas,
a graduate student in mathematics
at Stanford University.
’MUST PROTEST’
"We must protest; we must resist," he quoted from leaflets being passed out, urging demonstrators to "refuse to surrender."
Oakland police took over an adjoining parking garage as a headquarters.
At one entrance was Miss Baez
with Ira Sandperl, her adviser and
head of her "school of non-violence" in Monterey County.
The latest and largest disorder
in a summer-long attempt to
blockade the induction center

Ex-Federal
Official Urges SJS Celebrates 110th Year;
Bombing Halt Varied Activities Planned

A former
NEW YORK (API
White House advisor says an opportunity may be coming in the
holiday season to end the Vietnam
shooting by Christmas. He urged
a prompt and unconditional end to
U. S. bombing of North Vietnam
to test what the Communist response might be.
Theodore C. Sorensen, former
special counsel to both Presidents
Johnson and John F. Kennedy,
says that while bombing of North
Vietnam could not force negotiations, "it may well be preventing
them," since in his opinion Hanoi
would not talk while the homeland was being attacked.
"The time has come," he wrote
in the Saturday Review being issued Tuesday, "for us to suspend
indefinitely and unconditionally
our bombing of the North, in order
to test Hanoi’s sincerity and see
how it will reciprocate."
Sorensen, a critic of the administration’s Vietnam policy, wrote
that he was told by a Soviet diplomat in Moscow that the Russians
are obliged to give Communist
North Vietnam whatever it wants
in the way of men and material
to resist the Americans, and that
this pointed up "the urgency of
our stopping World War III now,
before it starts."

With an eye towards a year
full of special activities SJS rolls
into its 110th year as California’s
oldest public institution of higher
learning.
Highlighted in the celebration
plans is a series of conferences
dealing with the problems facing
today’s society. Concerts, dramatic productions, lectures and art
exhibits are, also included in the
planned activities which will conclude with a black-tie community
dinner on May 7.
Today the Department of Economics will sponsor an all -day conference on Educational and Regional Economic development as
part of the program.
Other conferences planned for
the fall semester will cover topics
in education, science, business and
economics. Specific activities
planned for this month include:
Richard Gardner, author, educator and consultant to the U.S.
Department of State, will lecture
at Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8
p.m.
The School of Business will
sponsor the Second Distinguished
Businessman’s Seminar on Oct.
25-26 featuring E. Hornsby Wasson, president of Pacific Telephone
and Telegraph Company.
The Northern California Chapter of the American Studies Association will sponsor a conference
on "The Crises of Relevance in

American Higher Education," on
Oct. 27.
The next day, Oct. 28, through
its institute of Urban Affairs SJS
and the City of San Jose will
sponsor an all-day discussion of
the Goals of the City of San Jose.
Oct. 30 the School of Natural
Science and Mathematics will
sponsor a conference on Air Pollution in California.
Pearl Buck, noted novelist, will
lecture in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m. on Oct. 31.
Further activities are scheduled
throughout the academic year.

Aid Office Offers
Grad Fellowships
Preliminary applications are
now being taken for over 2,300
graduate fellowships for the 196869 academic years, sponsored by
the National Science Foundation
according to Financial Aids Director Donald Ryan.
Not restricted to just science
majors, the awards will also be
distributed for graduate study in
mathematical science, psychology
and social science.
The basic 12-month stipend for
Graduate Fellows will be $2,400
for the first year, $2,600 for second year students and $2,800 for
pre-doctorial degree study.

broke out in advance of the demonstration planned by the California students at adjoining Berkeley.
The controversy was the stormiest at UC since Gov. Reagan and
the regents fired the university’s
president, Clark Kerr.
The university chancellor, Roger Heyns, authorized use of a university building for last night’s allnight anti -draft "teach-in" by students and non-students.
The Alameda County supervisors threatened court action to enjoin the use of the campus as a
"staging area" for the pickets.
Heyns issued a statement Sunday addressed to the 27.500 students on the Berkeley campus explaining why the draft "teach -in"
was being allowed and urging all
of them to refrain from illegal acts.
Before he left the state on a
speaking tour. Reagan said he had
heard that professors planned to
dismiss classes so students could
attend the teach-in and he decried
such a possibility.
MASS DISORDER
"Frankly, that isn’t what the
people of California hired them to
do," Reagan said.
"I am told that the effort . . .
is planned to include mass disorder and criminal law violations."
In San Francisco 235 young men
put documents in a basket and
tried to present it to U.S. Dist,
Atty. Cecil Poole at the front steps
of the Federal Building, yesterday.
When Poole made no move, they
dumped the basket in front of
him. As Poole reentered the building the youths yelled: "hand in
your license to kill." A newsman
counted 235 documents in the basket, of which 180 were draft cards.
The Monday demonstration in
downtown Oakland began at 6
a.m. It melted away four hours
later after failing to prevent entry
of several bus loads of draftees
from throughout Northern California.
*

Marches, Protests
Open Nation-wide
’Stop Draft Week’
Compiled from Associated Press
Draft card burnings and protest
marches opened Stop the Draft
Week yesterday.
Eleven young men burned their
draft cards at East Los Angeles
College and sent the remains aloft
attached to helium-filled balloons.
In London a group of young
Americans went to the U.S. Embassy today to hand in their draft
cards as a legal challenge to the
U.S. war effort in Vietnam.
About 40 antiwar demonstrators
picketed the Sacramento draft
board headquarters as five buses
full of possible draftees left for
the Oakland induction center,
while in New York more than 300
demonstrators, protesting the draft
and the war in Vietnam, rallied
in front of the U.S. courthouse.
The demonstrations and draft
card burnings were parts of a nationwide mobilization by those resisting the draft. Similar demonstrations took place in 24 other
cities.
The burn and launch rally in
Los Angeles attracted some 3.500
persons in the college stadium.
The mutilated draft cards were
offered to President Johnson "via
balloon because this is the most
public means at our disposal," a
spokesman said.
In London an Embassy official
refused to accept the draft cards
because, he said, that would have
meant he was aiding an illegal
act. The London group then put
the cards in a large brown envelope, passed it to the Embassy’s
front door and left officials puzzling what to do next,
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Alone on is late Sunday afternoon trying to write a column and nothing fits:
up-tight, sitting, could study but too tired
SO just watching the leaves drift, glide,
spin anti land, waiting for a stray foot
g coming and it’s
to crush them. Es
so quiet I can hear the roar of silence.
There is beauty.
Wish I were a poet or knew one so-Yes, a poet. They’re alive today, you
know. We’ve freed them frolls the dusty
jackets of ancient epics and even gathered
their gaunt bodies in from the wastelands
and made them fat and sleek.
Now they move freely among us looking like used car salesmen and street
cleaners and anarchists and even
"straights." We had to let them hack into
society because it got so we couldn’t tell
them from anyone else.

SAN

"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
Advertising Mgr.
KEN
BECKER
Editor
KEN BRYANT

Staff Editorial

When Use Is Abuse
De-pite Bona hl Beagan’s description of crime in the streets a- the major poltical issue today. the war in
X it 111111 has betrime a battleground of
controyersy the likes of which this nation ha- not seen since. perhaps. CI% il
ar
This week. as a result it the
more lliati 30 s.IS pi ifessors. members of Professors Against the War
have said they sill hold "Vi .14111111i classroom-- in plat’ e of their
usual elas-es to lisellss the war with
their students. They have asked all
college prufessors. to join thew in this

effort.
The

great interest slmwn by these
persons on an issue of vital concern
to vrymit is commendable. How (’5 (9’.
many of tliese persons scent to forget
that an issue. like people. does not
exist ill a vacuum.
1A hile opposition to the war in
ietnam may be their banner. those
on the college campus who argue
against [’resident Johnson’s foreign
policy have been responsible for bringing to the ferefront of the battle several other i-ties which can not be ignored.
Otte of these issues is academic free.
(111111, Those ill PAW and those who
sympathize with the professors argue
that no better place exists to discuss
the ssar in Vietnam than a college
campus. Where ital issnes are slip posed to he di-ens-ed.

Em.
ployees Association OISE \ and Committee for kratlemie Responsibility
(CAB
which oppose PAW. say that
the -A Wiliam eht--room" is -at misuse
a till. tax pay er-v money."
’Re
oen policy on academic freedom and responsibility states a
teacher -should not introduce into his
rotirse rontroNersial matter which is
not an integral part of the subject content."
. however. has countered
The l’
%ye will relate the war
that -if
to our regular -object matter." according to spokesman James O’Cennor.
rComoir-- statement
BM elide
seems to be fairly con-i-tent with tlie
college., policy. in fact. the I’ VA has
failed to make a Ivry serious relation (;rollps stleli as Calif ornia Nale

ship implied in the policya relationship hetW evil academie freedom
and responsibility.
While academic freedom is not one
rights guaranteed
of the in
under the Constitution. to those on the
college campus it is considered just as
inviolate as if it had been inultided ill
the Bill of Rights.
How e\ er. even those rights included
in the Bill of Bights are guaranteed
only so long 115 they are net abused.
The prtifessors. by their Use sif class
time to present their views on the war,
are, ill a sense. abusing academic freedom.
The SJS administration has granted
students and faculty the riglit to voice
any opinion On any subject On Seventh Street. And. as long :Is the professors use this facility for espousing
their v iews, as they have in the past,
they are 5% ithin their academie rights.
But 5% ithin the classroom. a teacher is supposed to present certain
course material!. and prtsent it in as
objective a manner as possible. Not to
present this material or material related to it deprive his students of a part
of their academic education. whether
this be for only an hour, a day. or a
week.
Where the course content lends itietnain
self to a discussion of the
war, the proftssor is certainly As itbin
his rights as a teacher to discuss the
subject.
But if the intent tif -111.11 a discussion is, to present mainly the teacher’s
point of v iew. then lie should realize
he cannot set himself up as an authority when. in fart. lie may have no more
expertise on the war than his students.
Sucli use of class thrte becomes an
abuse of academic freedom with ramifications the I’ AA either has not imagined ir simply has ignored.
At a time when conservative eyes
and ears have tuned in to the campus
with witeldiunting fervor. is the -Vietnam classroom" so necessary that the
PAW would sacrifice already -endangered academie freedom! on this (’11111’
hills for a tes days of criticism that
probably will have little effect on foreign policy and could be carried out as
easily in some other 111111111er. E.M.
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Nothing Succeeds Like Failure

Thrust and Parry

’World Is Mad Enough’
Girls Wanted to Write
To Soldiers in Vietnam
Editor:
I am writing this for a friend, I am writing
this for a friend who wants .to find some
friends for some people she knows.
My friend works for "Special Services" in
Viet Nam. Her job is to try to make things
a little nicer for a bunch of people who are
involved in a big ugly thing.
She wrote to me today: "I have a wonderful
bulletin board started in the club, girls to
write to, back home. Can you help me out?
The guys really enjoy writing, as this is about
the only touch they have with home."
Whether or not that war is right does not
matter. The people theta. arc lonely people a
long way from anythim. laminar. Will you
write to them?
A note to: Marianne 1:aide/Ponderosa Service Club/ HHc 9th Inf. Div Dong Tam Base/
APO San Francisco 96372 will put your name
ttp on the bulletin board Nlarianne suggested
that you include name, address, age, and if
you are married or single.
E. H. Sims, A:ilZat

’Guy at Top of Beanstalk
Satisfies Requirements’
Editor:
May I suggest to T. D. McKinney, who is
eager to meet someone with long hair and
a beard who is not a "screaming peace figure",
that he go climb the nearest beanstalk? The
big guy at the top satisfies all three requirements, and there’s only one catch--he eats
little boys like T. D.
IX!
Klaine

Borovski Gives Reasons
For Resigning front Club
Editor:

Guest Room

Why is it that

,V.Ty111Ing

111i0

j,,11111;LIISIS

your
article, one must conclude that I am foi the

report comes out lopsided? According to

Marriages in Peace Corps
Are Not Unmixed Blessing
Pisari

Inas hi: made iii ffeitvt.n. hilt
I .I’9l I. finding they’re not an

iiiii ited Itle--itel in Nigeria. Chile, or
uhert.,er it -end- its %oltinteers,
the corps accepts dii inereasing number of married couples as %ohmteer-. (It her, inarr% oserstas. For many
far more effeeitibs. th,, 5york
rorp-men. On S011ie
j11,1 mIte 01,1111-11e.

.1-1:111111,11-

in :III!, c.ii. the Peace Corps is finding
it-clf in the position of many American
iorkersitic- after World War 111 %hen
had to iii just to a stntlent hoil that
inelieled large numbers tif the young married set.
ni being married
But tle
in the toil.- :IN’ 11111111r011, 111111101 UPI have
prompt, 1 II., agency III detoleISIS I-iiI’
of

its

111.114,1/.111....

pitrai6 111:11

lc, ii.
await a couple

that joins tip.

For tine thing. a Peal, Corps Irt i i tt ing
ranip is the world’s worst place for a

RTAN DAILY

honeymoon. ’1Iie work is exhausting and
the eamps eery timer set tip %k jai priact,
Ill mind.
Dr. Gene Gordon. acting chief psuelliatrist for the Peace
wrile- that
,01111,1. find their marriage enrielted by
sirs ice in the I
ly outlet-is Olen. N’oltinlver, are swot.

"Hut." he said, I has, al.,0 lalked %jilt
%Ito faced an intense and premature confrontation with more problems
than marriage- eau stirsiVe."
couples

()hem

he

pond,

0111 IOW sponse

ha.,

heen dragged into the Peace Corp. hy the
other. Their intsti%;11 ion- are rieuer equal.
I
Dr. 1;ordisii al
for 115.111 single

SOO

Peace Corp,

that .1

problem

I hi, is a ipte-1.

I rt

persons 10 enter the

10 foul au

itlentil s
I?"

it.

ansiver hI Ilie
of "N% it,,

ato

thal has 10 be ate

sssered lwfore the a eilding if a marriage
is to he successful. he .,is
Sam A. 11,0111,1. It a4littglial /wean
chief HI the Arkfaugas Dentorrat.

Ehh?
By BOB KENNEY
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military. That is definitely not the case, For
I respect all human beings and their lives, and
see prospective members of our race even in
imbeciles. That is why I resigned from Mr.
Kopke’s club. He is self-righteous (an atitude
I most dislike), and he believes in "revolution" (which is impossible without political
commitment of the people).
I do not believe in "rabble-rousing." The
world is mad enough without hysteria. For
one who puts his faith in reason it is impossible to further wild emotions. That’s why I
quit the Club.
Conrad Borovski,
Languages

Foreign

’If I Could Fly to Ideal
Would I Evade the Sun?’
Editor:
REALITY
If I on gilded wings of faith
could fly to man’s ideal,
How long would I evade the aim
which melts all that’s not real
How long could I, in stupor, glide
before I soon would tax
My strength away, then plummet down
on melted wings of wax?
By: Derrel WhItemyer, A2002

And the top 100 electronically feeds us
choked cadences and elusive imagery to
add purpose to our lives. We have to
have our poetry fed to us this way because most of us have forgotten we are
all poets. We are moving too fast beyond
ourselves/dashing to classes ’off to do that
which has to be done/barely nodding to
people we pass/going so fast we forget
those things which should not be ignored:
A smiling face drifting towards us from
the shadows.
A candle burning itself to death.
A plastic-rainhow-stinset melting and
dripping down behind the mo llll tains.
One white pigeon in a blue-empty sky.
Consumer society today; we’ve gotten
used to buying everything, even our poetry.
It conies from books, records, coffee
houses. From everywhere but inside of us.
In this up.tight society, everyone has
to be a poet.
COMPUTERIZATION
Cybernation is trying to computerize
you- fight it with a poem.
But make it your poem.
Take your mind and work it until it
unknots your tongue and you say something. Just one little something. Make it
simple at first, like picking up a blade
of grass and realizing its uniqueness.
This may lead to bigger things like realizing every man’s uniqueness. But for
now just start with that. No drugs necessary. Blow your mind on reality. Start
gr ’nig on the small things and:
Maybe you will begin to see.
Maybe you will keep one step ahead of
an IBM #32I.
Maybe you will make a poem or two.
Column done now: alone and up-tight
and sitting watching the leaves falling
and falling and falling . . .

Staff Comment

YRs Create Confusion
lly RAY BURTON
SJS Young Republicans claim, by the
nen of their name, to represent one of the
two great political parties in the American
system. The OSP of this name implies they
wish to uphold the American tradition of
free expression of ideas in an attempt to
perceive anti pursue the
t correct
course of action. Hopefully, an institution
of higher learning should be an active
battleground where ideas, not people, may
fight. This sort of a battleground improves
the chances of the best ideas emerging
triumphant.
The 111’s, however, are making a mockery of this idea. The president of campus
YR’s, Garth Steen, has stated that his
group will stage "peaceful" demonstrations
in hopes of creating "ensiling confusion"
to prevent Professors Against the War
from conducting their proposed "Vietnam
Classroom." It sounds as though the Yirs
are hoping for a riot.
While claiming the "classroom" to he
illegal, the YR’s are adopting and condoning gestapo tactics to prevent it. This
brings to mind Carry Nation bellowing
about the Inds of alcohol and all the
while using an ax to destroy pri%ille property. She. along with most tyrants, ryasoned that her ends justified her means.
The proposed "Vietnam Classroom" may
raise qmstions concerning the legality of
such ac
. On one hand, there is the
fact the "elaNsroom- is, directly or indirectly. financed
fore,

reason

hy slate mottey.

PAW opponone,

Therepeopir

of California should have a voice in the
content of classroom lectures.
On the other hand, academic license
gives professors a certain amount of discretion in preparing the content of their
courses. The point where academic license
ends and irresponsibility begins, therefore,
becomes the focal point of the entire ties
bate concerning the legality of the proposed "Vietnam Classroom." And it is this
point that should be decided according
to established legal procedure.
If the YR’s actually believe the "classroom" to be outside the limits of the law,
let them go to court to obtain injunctions against PAW. Or, if necessary, sue
PAW after the "classroom" bias taken
place. But to cast aside due process of law
and attempt to drown the professors in a
sea of "en
g confusion" tastes of a
brand of illegality far worse than that proposed by PAW.
It is doubtful the YR’s would objeet
to the "classroom" if it were to be held
in furtherance of their principles. Certainly this is natural, but the point is that
if a given act is illegal, it is illegal regardless of the political point-of...view of the
persons committing the act.
Hence, the YR’s could better spend their
time to determine if law is being siolaled,
than to intentionally attempt diversionary
tactics to outshout the Vietnam policy of
PAW.
In spite of events during recent weeks,
sjs is still an institution of hightr learning, not Barium’ and Bailey revisited. lake
the circus to court, not to Seventh Street.

s41.AUTS\
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Library To Uproot Home Ec;
Dept. Seeks New Location

11

By TIM CLARK
spartan Daly Staff Writer
A proposed ls-story library is an integral part of the college’s
master plan. It is also the cause of a master headache for the
Home Economics Department.
The library is going to be built where the Home Economics
building is presently located. So what happens to Home Economics? No one knows, for at the present there is no absolute
plan for the exact relocation of the department.
Both Dean Grant Burton, Executive dean and Director of Institutional Studies, and Dr. Kenneth Barber, chairman of the home
economics department, assure that there will be a home economics
department at SJS, but neither can say where.
Dr. Barber said that definite provisions in the master plan
of curriculum call for courses in home economics.
Construction of the library is funded to begin in the ’68-69
academic year. Dean Burton said the building will be destroyed
when construction officially begins and home economics will be
housed in temporary quarters.
It may be three years before the department can move into
a permanent structure, Dean Burton said.
Two possible locations for the department could be the old
science building that will be vacated, and the old library. But Dean
Burton emphasized that it is still premature to make any final
judgments on the relocation.
A decision concerning the relocation of the department will
probably be made before the end of the semester, according to
Dean Burton.
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Supreme Court Re-Examines
Parochial School Aid Cases
The
WASHINGTON (API
Supreme Court agreed yesterday
to decide if taxpayers can bring
lawsuits challenging federal education pi ograms that aid parochial schools.
This means the court will re,examine a 1923 decision that has
barred individual taxpayers from
going to court to try to block
large-scale government spending
programs.
Thus the court directly stepped
into the controversial churchstate area for the first time since
its 1964 ruling barring required
Bible trading in the public schools.
The target of the current lawsuit is assistance to parochial
schools under the 1965 federal
Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
A three -judge federal court in
New York City dismissed the suit,
brought Ly seven civic and education leaders, last June by a 2-1
vote.
This prevented determination of
the taxpayers’ claim that spending of federal funds for parochial
schools violates the principle of
church-state separation contained
in the 1st Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution.
U.S. Circuit Court Judge Paul
R. Hays, joined by U.S. District
Judge John F. X. McGohey, said
the seven taxpayers had no standing to sue because they could not
show they directly suffered damages.
U.S. District Court Judge Melvin E. Frankel dissented, saying
taxpayers have the right to attack a law "respecting an establishment of religion."
The test case was supported by

the American Jewish Congress, the
New York Civil Liberties Union.
the United Federation of Teachers
and the United Parents Associations.
The federal program provides
funds to finance guidance services, purchase of textbooks and
some instruction in religiously operated schools.

Servicemen Want
Viet Targets Open
SAIGON (Al’) -- Vice Adm,
John J. Hyland Jr., commander of
the U.S. Navy’s 7th Fleet said
yesterday military m e n want
"turned loose" all North Vietnamese targets on the Pentagon’s
list of areas ruled out-of-bounds
to American bombers.
Hyland also told a news conference that all four main bridges
leading out of Haiphong are down
as a result of the Navy’s aerial
bombardment campaign, to isolate
North Vietnam’s major port as
much as possible. He said the
Navy will keep after the bridges
if they are repaired.
But, he said, Haiphong can
never be isolated by air strikes
alone.
Asked about the possibility of
mining the port so ships can’t go
In and out, Hyland replied: "From
a purely military point of view
that might be even more effective." But, Hyland said, mining
hasn’t become an authorized tactic
because international and political
problems "seem to have taken
over the purely military considerations."
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TODAY
Circle K. International, 1:30
p.m., Hl. Brig. Matt Schofield,
Salation Army will speak on
"Operation Thank,giving."
Spartan Shields, 2 p.m., Student
Union. Inua k it us for membership.
Christian E. 12:30 p.m., St.
Paul’s Methodist Church, San Salvador and Ninth.
Consericition Club, 1:30 p.m.,
S227.
Cireolo Italians, 3:30 p.m., ED.
446.
Newman Centcr, 6:30 p.m., Library at Newman Center, social
events.
Newman Parish, 7 p.m., Newman Center Library.
Personnel Management Association, 7:30 p.m., Sainte Claire Itotel.
American
Meteorological
Sodefy, 7:30 p.m., ED329. Speaker
Major Kern, U.S.A.F., Office of
Staff Meteorologist, Satellite Control Facility,
Ski Club, 8 p.m., Cafeteria
Rooms A and B.
Experimental College, 7:30 p.m.,
CI-1358. Existential Psychology, Dr.
Thorten Ilooper.

Certh a
card.
the

SPECIAL SALE
VENETIAN BLINDS

Experimental College, 12:30
p.m., Building N4C, Social Backgrounds of Literature as an Art,
Dr. Borovski.
Phrateres International, 6 p.m.,
Memorial Chapel. Formal initiation of pledges.
Mountaineering Club, 6:30 p.m.,
6210. All interested in trip to Sierra this weekend please attend.
TOMORROW
Gamma Delta, 7 p.m., :375 South
Third.
French Workshop Tutoring, 3
p.m., Room 8A. Building N.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m.. HE5.
Dr. W. Salisbury will speak on
’Transcendental Mysticism."

SEE THE OUTSTANDING BOOK BUYS
San Jose look Shop Has for You This Week

For U.S. Indian

NO CONFLICT
She points to herself as an example. She has worked at SJS for
more than a year, and prior to
her employment attended Fort
Lewis College in Colorado for a
year. She has seen no conflict living in the "white man’s world."
Miss Medina admits that most
of the 524,000 Indians have not
been successful in improving their
television Image, but they have not
been idle. The Indian nation has
many lawyers, doctors and other
professional people, but unfortunately they do not return to the
reservation.
"There have been some non-Indians who have asked me if our
people care about anything at all,
because to them we seem to have
no ambition, no goals, no hopes.
I find it difficult to help them understand the philosophy that an
Indian lives for today and accepts
nature in its season, while AngloAmericans tend to be an aggressive, future-oriented people."
’SAVES ULCERS’
Miss Medina further explained
that while the Anglo-American
strives for the ladder of success,
the Indian would rather achieve
one thing and then let the next
person achieve his.
She admits that this philosophy
has its handicaps. "hut it sure
saves a lot of ulcers."
The young woman states that
the hippies are not helping the Indian image either. The Indians regard the wearing of heads and
headbands by the flower children
as an insult. Hippies openly admit
they copy the trappings from the

redman, but the philosophies are
quite different, she emphasized.
Although the U.S. government
has tried to compensate the Indians for taking their land, the Indian still feels the loss. According
to Miss Medina, the Indian has
been left with desolate, fruitless
land. "They feel that God gave the
land to all men, but the white men
took and sold the land for his
own use."
FEELS WRONGED
The Indian feels wronged and in
some areas knows discrimination,
but Miss Medina said Indians will
not demonstrate, boycott, fight or
cause violence to achieve their
rights. They are sending their children to school and feel they are
slowly moving up.
The younger Indians are receiving education through government
grants, loans and Indian scholar-
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77c

y of
PACIFIC SALES SERVICE
293-3822 or
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THIS WAS SEAFARING

MANILA (APIFour persons
were killed and two wounded Sunday in two shootings believed connected with the campaign for the
Nov. 14 elections, newspapers reported today.
A candidate for mayor of a
town in northern ’locos Norte
Province was killed and one of
his relatives wounded, reported
town policemen. In Cavite Province, south of Manila, three followers of a candidate for municipal councilor were killed and one
wounded from ambush.
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Try our Spaghetti hobbling cis er with meat and home made
Italian sauce.

We’re also featuring the Imo delicious Lasagna in
town. Layers of Immemade g Iness, guaranteed to
suit anyone’s taste. Don’t forget our convenient take
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NEW ILLUS
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HISTORY OF FLIGHT.

Fiction, Travel, Biography. Children’s
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Rooks, Religion, Music. Art. etc Get these new books at Bargain Prices now
.it San Jose Book Shop, Come early for a Good Choice.
chances ore we can
IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK, ask us about it
give you immediate information as to price. exact title and availability If
we don’t have it, we can get it for you promptly.

tion.

Miss Medina lived 17 y
the reservation before le;cs cc en years ago. She describe a much happier life than cay is log. It is communal type living, a
sense of "we," not "I," she explained.
Miss Medina received a 81 i/011
scholarship with her Iltic. S he
plans to return to school in the
spring, ohl;iin cc teaching credential in business and return to the
Acoma Reserv it ion in northw.,,i ern New Mexico to teach in el.
high school. She speaks the
dialects of the New Mexico tribes
fluently.

Open until
9 p.m.
Thursday

niose
BOOKSHOP

Best Seller
Reprints
for Less
295-5513

119 E. Sun Fernando between 3rd and 4th St’.

Paul :3

\1,’ -ter Jewelers
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 379.3051

72 SO. FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297.0920

7t0 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL, MONTEREY
PHONE 375-6577

i

17e oak way to catch
the AatkaiRonne, z’s at.
yout Po/mouth Za/er.

DIAMOND

GENEVA
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Paul

72 SO. FIRST ST,
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297-0920
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FROM 5125

Master Jewelers
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 379-3051

710 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL. MONTEREY
PHONE 375-6577

Solid Connection.
It just makes good sense for the
graduate engineer or scientist,
contemplating the direction of his
professional career, to make sure
that he has all the information he
needs about every company he is
consideringthat he has total
input informationbefore he makes
a connection.
If you’re good. If you’re really
good. If you have learned to use
the knowledge you have acquired
as a starting point from which to
launch new ideas, you probably
know already that your talents are
in demand. There is always a
seller’s market for intellect.
But there can be more to your
future than buy and sell.
Satisfaction is a commodity that
cannot be exchanged.
When you are considering where
you will start in the complex world
of aerospace, while you are
gathering input information, we

urge you to investigate the
opportunity for a satisfying career
here at the Pomona division of
General Dynamics.
Here are five reasons why it would
be a wise move for you now:
1. You will work side -by-side with
nationally recognized engineers
and scientists who are
pioneering advanced concepts
in missilry. Your reputation will
be balanced by association.
2. Your compensation and fringe
benefits will be on a par with
the top in the industry.
3. You will pursue your profession
in an area where living is
pleasurable y3ar ’roundone
of the top vacation areas in the
nation. Beaches, mountains,
desert, a great city nearby,
universities and colleges for
advanced study, an atmosphere
of growth and achievement.
4. Your ability will be applied to
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Manila Shootings
Claim Four Lives
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Education Key to Image
By PATSY MILLER
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
Scriptwriters haven’t done much
to improve the American Indian’s
image. To some Americans they
are still savages.
One young Indian woman is
conducting her own image-building
campaign, stressing integration into the Anglo-American culture
with education as the key.
Miss Angelina Medina, secretary
to the administrative assistant to
President Clink, was named Miss
Indian F.xpo 1967, Oct. 7, In La
Mirada (Los Angeles county).
Her duties will include perpetuating the culture of the American Indian. encouraging young women to
work for scholarships and her own
personal goal, "to improve the image of the American Indian." She
will speak to various Indian organizations during the year.
A member of the Acoma-Zia
tribe of the Pueblo Indians, Miss
Medina sees no reason why the
Indian cannot accept the best of
modern knowledge and still retain
his culture, heritage and pride.

WH.ERE .THE ,.OLD, WEST STAYED YOUNG

it4DiAN SLEEP HAN TAI

creating universally important
products of engineering
imagination.
5. Here at the nation’s largest
facility for development and
manufacture of tactical guider.:
missiles, your talents will be
evaluated, recognized and
rewarded.
For more information, contact your
placement officer to arrange a
personal on -campus interview with
our representatives, or write to:
L. F. Cecchi, Manager.
Engineering Personnel,
Pomona division of
General Dynamics,
P.O. Box 2507-A,
Pomona. Cailinrnia 11766
GENERAL DYNAMICS
Pomona Division
n-

SJS Gridders Missing
Fulfillment of First Win
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NCAA Contenders

Booters Want Title

lis DLANIs \ NSTINI
spartan Daily :sports Irlditoi
Ii I. always disappointing to lose. Athletes.
-.tell unit qaort. find fulfillment old%
I

By Bon Y.11111{8E1.1Spartan Daily sports Writer
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that USE beat to1 the title
../I yeari.
The Naval Academy is always
Its a tong road to an NCAA
in contention and Long Island has
championship in soccer but this
all but One of it players back,"
Just might be the year the Spar- Menendez
said.
tans reach that goal.
SCORING PUNCH
Last year the Spartans were
The Spartans have one of the
the No. a team in the Far West
ongest teams in years with
area behind top-ranked (’SF. who !flinty of scoring punch from All.
iott u.il ly a,in ile championship. Americans Henry Carnacho and Ed
The Dons finished 1966 with a Si itch, ii tough defense sparked by .
Art Romswinckel. Lois Mintegui.
641 recuid in WCISC play.
Gary lacini. Jean-Pierre Canabou;
SJS had a 6-1 mark with their,’
and Bert Manriquez, and excellent
only loss a 2-1 double overtime deNon IRO.
playma k ers
in
Fred
feat by the Ikms.
Sara Deus, Bob Davis, Bob BooWhen the two met in the open- gaard, Jimmy Pamir:. and Hernan
ing round of the NCAA tourna- Arango.
ment, USE again edged the SparRisl Mora is a fine backup goaltans 2-1 to knock them out ot keeper who can fill in for Allthe championships.
American Frank Mangiola.
Although next year’s team will
TOURNEY ClIOICE
be without the services of Storch.
Dons
meet
the
The Spartans
Davis, lacini, and Mangiula. Nlentomorrow at Spartan Stadium in endez thinks they will have a good
dethat
could
well
game
a league
nucleus of nine players in additermine who will go into the tour- tion to two top junior sarsity
nament and in what position.
prospects.
The first round in the National
SEVEN GOALS
Collegiate Soccer Bracket begins
Mani Hernandez, who scored a
Nov. 17.
Three teams will be selected to record seven goals against Stan- I
represent the Far West area and ford Friday, and Taylor Hubbard
should make fine contributions
one from the Midwest.
The other areas entered in the next year’s varsity.
SJS has crushed all four of it,
tournament are New England,
New York, Pennsylvania -New Jer- opponents this season and is 2_0
sey-Delaware, and the South.
Head coach Julie Menendez
thinks it is to., early to consider
a national championship.
"We have to get out of the
regionals first by beating USF,"
Menendez said. -Even if we do get
to the finals, there is Michigan.
St. Li i- and Lung Island (the

SPERRY

in league play.
Thus far in WCISC action the
; Spartans have trounced UOP
I and Stanford 7-0.
With this year’s team healthy
! ;Ind intact, the fight for the
I championship should be an inter !eating and possibly a successful
one.

’resa- club %sits a rugged, explosise team. but not a -uperior
it is all nulls illtial
A hen football comes dossu to
iii. man ill man.
-heat his opi
-port. Each player has to it
liii
Tackle against tackle, guard against guard. end against
barker. or pa,- rettier

against safety man.

night, init thi Sparbe
tans made tail mistakes at time- is kin errors CAM. 1.1) NOT
Isle into the end zone you lo-i game-.
)oti I
mink. V.
blocked while standing iii he end
When y On have a I
S,1 S %%MI

lose games.
tough to
This has been a discouraging season so far. It
lose when you feel that just a little more tflort might has’.
produced a victors. None of SJS’ sit -tars dominated the game.

you

except on the scoreboard.
This is a much better team that the 1966 Spartan club. 111
is a younger team, therefore_ prone to make more ini-takes_ hut
it is loaded with talented play:ers.
The offense has more balance than last year"- squad. 1 he
arm (quarterback Danny Holm:oil is back and there i a host.
of speedy backs to compliment Danny’s passing. let the offense
has menage(’ only two TM per game iti the first three contest,
The defense is slightly weaker than last year’s. but there
is still plenty of experienve and talent ready to play. 1 et the
opposition has a%eraged almost 28 points a game.
SJS had several players that did outstanding against the
Buffs. Fullback Clarence Kelley displayed some bruising running,
rushing for 88 yards on 22 carries.
speedster, ran a, if he weighed
Frank Slaton. 5-7 cop)
230 p
Ic instead of 145. He is an excellent pass /tired% Cr, and
MR. SPEEDSpartan swifty Frankie Slaton aids
the SJS grid team with his blazing speed (9.5
for 100) and pass catching ability. The 5-7, 145

pound sophomore caught a TD aerial two weeks
ago against Stanford arid had several sizeable
runs against West Texas.

Spartans Face Bears
In Tough Polo Battle
The second titanic battle in Ike have another team effort against
days faces Spartan water poloist:. I California.
SJS held the Tribe to only two
this afternoon at 1.7C Berkeley.
goals from the field in the conCalifornia, rated fourth in the test. The constant pressure applied
nation last year with SJS, fell to by the Spartans resulted in 27
Stanford two weeks ago, 9-4. Fri- fouls, giving the Indians two penday night SJS contained a stub- alty shots, which they made.
While
the field men were
born Stanford offense. 8-4. The
Indians were the No. I team in harassing Stanford, All-American
northern California before the loss. Bob Likins was contributing his
The Bears possess a strong de- best game of the year in the goal
During the pressure packeil
fense and high scoring offense led
by Jon Shores, Barry Weitzen- fourth period, Likins stopped two
shotsone with his head and the
berg and Peter Asch.
Both Shores and Weitzenherg other with his elbowwhich were
played on the Pan American team sure goals.

At 9:45 P.M. EST on February 27,a Pan-American Boeing 727 jetliner
with 98 passengers on board made a fully automatic landing at John
F. Kennedy Airport in New York the
first operational automatic
landing in the history of aviation in the United States.
Sperry Flight Systems Division participated as a member of the
Boeing -Sperry engineering team which made this event possible. Our
SP -50 Automatic Flight Control System played a key role. It put the
Boeing 727 down -smooth as a feather," less than four feet to the
right of the runway’s center line under conditions of snow and fog -with a crosswind of twelve knots.
This is just another reason why Sperry Flight Systems Division is
recognized as the leader in the development of Flight Control Systems and Flight Instruments and Displays. Our engineering team is
second to none.
Join Sperry Flight Systems Division upon receiving your degree
in Engineering and take that big first step toward fulfilling your professional and academic goals. We are looking for engineers with
B.S ,M S or Ph D degrees in E.E. or M E . to work in tile areas listed
below.
Sperry Flight Systems Division. located in Phoenix. Arizona.
leads in flight systems for airline and business aviation, and also provides such systems for vital military aviation and space programs.
Since opening our plant in Arizona 10 years ago, we have grown from
50 to over 3.000 employees, with four plant expansions to accommodate Our growth.
About Phoenix: It’s a great place to live, with a dry, sunny climate
that lets you enjoy year -around outdoor sports and hobbies. Nearby
present enrollment of approximately
Arizona State University with
23,000 offers programs leading to advanced degrees in all engineering fields To assist you in pursuing your further educational
goals. Sperry Flight Systems Division will pay your full tuition and
book costs.

Tres., Oaf. 24
It takes only e
hour of your rime to
get the complete
story. To sign up lu,
an appointment with a
Sperry Flight System,
Division Prolessonat
Representative, Sc"
your Student Place
ment Office
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lien a football plaer pia!, his best he
is ii Ii hilBS.1.1f.. but if his team doesn’t is in. the feeling (il accomplishment quickly disappears.
1 he "Tartan grid team’s 28-14 loss Saturday csening against
The Vi
and
est Testi- State hurt, hods
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ON CAMPUS
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or any
nitli ilti

Gyroscopics Mechanisms Circuit Design
Advanced Avionics Research and Development
InAutopilots Magnetics Control Systems
strument Displays Standards Publications
Logistics Industrial Engineering Manufacturing Engineering Product Support

this slimmer and are exceptionally
"He did a sensational job," Walstrong players. Shores and sopho- ton praised. "He stopped shots that
more Asch are Cal’s scoring lead - wouldn’t have been stopped by
anyone else, He has to be conOn the season the Bears stand sidered the best goalie in the naat 4-2. Their only other loss came tion."
Likins wasn’t the whole team,
last weekend against UCLA, 8-3.
They have toppled Cal Poly of though. Starters Dennis Belli,
Pomona 28-6. U(7 Davis 27-5, San Steve Hoberg, Greg Hind, Jack
Francisco State 30-1 and USC Likins, John Schmidt and Tim
11-4, The Spartans have defeated Halley all performed at their best
common foes Cal Poly 25-5 and on offense and defense.
Dan Landon, Mike Mon.sees and
SF State 37-3.
Last year California bested the Bill Gerdts came in when the
Spartans twice in two meetings. Spartans were in foul trouble and
The Bears heat Walton’s crew at performed equally well.
The freshmen poloists, who lost
Berkeley 8-6, and in the Spartan
Saturday morning to College of
pool, 7-6,
The Spartans, coming off a su- San Mateo, 14-10, travel with the
perb defensive victory over Stan- varsity to meet the Berkeley
ford Friday night, will have to frosh.

a threat to go all the vsay every time he totiehes the ball.
Roy Hall and Lee Evans played their usual n1111.1,illit game,
on offense. II 01110111 led the Spartan offense once again with his
passing, although he threw all intent- 1111011 inside the opponents
for the third straight g:
10 that cost SJS a

T1)

and led
Linebacker Jamie Townsend was a bull on
halfback to lineSJIS in tackles. Don Jackson, sv.itcheil I
backer. V1i1X right behind Tossiis,1.1 in tackle.. Ds, ight Tucker’s
g ol Eugene
defensise end helped contain the r
!Morris, and the 6-4. 1811 yound jullicur also haul his

play at

Nlereury I

share of tackles.
li-t of players nursing b
ottly Fred Luke was injured sett.
of the season. He has torn lig:

nts

in hi, knee.

Halfback Mike Scrisiter is in the hospital for obsers at’
of a brochial ailment that has caused him to lose %eight in the
last two weeks.
and Randy Cardin
Jerre!! Anilrevvs suffereil a concuss
sprained his Istoe. but

both sl

Id be back in aeiiim at totlas’s

’tract ice.

Stanford Depth, Heat
Subdue Spartababes
SJS freshman gridders will try minutes to go in the first half,
to bounce back against the Fresno Oreglia connected on a 32 yard
touchdown strike to Butch Ellis.
State freshmen Friday, after dropIn the final quarter, he threw a
ping a 35-12 decision over the nine yard scoring pitch to Bob Mcweekend to a strong Stanfort Vicker for the other Spartababe
score.
frosh squad.
Ellis, who did a fine job on both
"The superior depth of Stanford
plus the 93 degree temperature on offense and defense, grabbed six
the field proved too much for our passes for 111 yards and one
squad," freshman coach Lann’. score.
The defensive stalwart for the
Julies said.
Julias singled out the exception- freshman squad was former Oakal play of George Oreglia, Butch land standout Tony Jackson. He
Ellis, Tony Jackson and Larry was a busy athlete. making 16
tackles, 14 assisted tackles, recovStewart.
Oreglia, the former Carlmont ering a fumble and handling the
passing star, completed 15 out of defensive signids. Larry Stewart
21 passes for 205 yards and two also did a fin i job at his ihfensive
touchdowns. With less than three halfback posit

MUSIC BOX
OUR ENTIRE
CATALOG

Oh, 11re

NONESUCH CLASSICS

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

INCLUDING NEW RELEASES
REDUCED
ONE WEEK
ONLY!

49

PrG :50

TOPCOATS

Includes: Silver Apples Of The Moon: For Electronic Music
Synthesizer, Morton Subotnick (H71174); Mass In D Minor:
I ord Nelson (H71173); Voices of the Middle Ages: Capella
Antigua (H71171); Six Sonatas: Biber (H71 172); Bela Bartok:
Music For Piano, Noel Lee (H-71175); and other new re
leases .. plus our entire Nonesuch Catalog.

Regular $1.93

1.29

SPEY
FLIGHT SYSTEMS DIVISION
P0 BOX 2529. PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85LICJX2

ps and bruises i- large, but
sls. Luke is ill mis- the nut

98 South Third Street

San Jose

An equI opportun.ty employft 41,1"

i Near Sty Frnericio)

Golden West Cleaners
23 S. 3rd

292-1052
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of "be-ins" and
In (hi
"love -ho
ms only natural
that
a
-4 ,44410
flying club
should stave .4 -fly-in."
Twenty. Inc.,
The
whose members attend SJS,
plans two or three "fly -ins" a
year at such places as Napa,
the Nut Tree Farm. Monterey,
Morgan Hill and Columbia, a
town near Sonora. The "fly-ins"
usually include club picnics or
overnight air meets with other
clubs.
The Flying Twenty was organized in 1939 by twenty students to teach and promote interest in flying. In addition to
regular business meetings, training meetings are scheduled each
month.
-It is possible for a freshman
to join the club with no flying
time at all, and by the time he
graduates to have over 2,000
hours flying time, plus his commercial, instrument and flight
instructor ratings," says Gerald
Shreve, assistant professor of
aeronautics and club adviser.
Club flying time averages over
100 hours a month per airplane,
which is "as much as any commercial air school in the airport (San Jose)," according to
Shreve.
The club owns three planes
two Cessna trainers and a Cessna 172 Skyhawk which it rents
to members at a minimal fee.
The Flying Twenty is one of
the few flying clubs with collegiate members which annually
enters the Pacific Coast InterCollegiate Air Meet. The events
include precision air target and
balloon .200-feet target for nonflyers, precision landing and
navigation.
In the spring The Flying

On the Air
- T1431.14:141sION -

his
but
rest

use
Mitt
Is’. ’it

half,
yard
Ellis.
?w a
Mcbabe
both
I six
one
! the
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11, Today
KNTV,
8:30 a.m.
5.15 Reports: Campus News and Sports
12 Noon -- SJS Reports: Campus News and Sports
- RADIO KSJS-FM, 90.7 me., Today
N wsline with
4:55 p.m.
Larry Galvin
5 -- Voir,: of k’ist
I (avid George Show
5:05-7:15
(Rock and Roll t
5:55 --Sportsline with Hal
Ramey
6-6:30
- I.ive Folk Singing
6:30 - Lockheed Digest (science
and engineering)
6:55 --- Spartan Spectrum with
Dave Silverbrand and Valerie
Dickerson
Gramaphone flight
7:15-8 classical music)
8-8:55 - - David George Show
(Rock and Roll)
8:55 -- Spartan Focus (feature
stories of the day)
114LXRX, MOO kes., Today
8;00 a.m. - Spartan Spectrum
8:05 ----Spartan Sportsline

Opens Wednesday
OCTOBER 18

club of 50 members or less."
They competed with collegiate
and non-collegiate clubs.

\t Tiii.:vric

’SJS Reports’ Broadcast
to,ii

of Journalism and Advertising,
the program covers news of student activities, the President’s
office, student government,
sports, and any newsworthy on
campus "happenings."
The program also is seen at
8:30 a.m, daily on KNTV. Channel 11.

program feat io in-; analysis 441
the latest campus :tetiviti44-4
now being broadea.-4 444, rir KTI4.1
Channel 3.1. ill 12 noon Monday
through Friday.
Prepared by the Ilarlio-TV
News Center of the Department

PHONE 286-6100

10c each

Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

RENT
(student rates)

PRE-SEASON

SALE!

WAS
$25.95
100. Wool
SKI

Bogner

Roffe

Winferpark

LINED LEATHER SKI GLOVES

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
296.6766

"TO SIR,
plus

’SKI BOOTS . . . 20-25% Off
Buckle & lace

SAVE ON LAST YEAR’S STOCK!
USED RENTAL EQUIPMENT
MEN’S
WOMEN’S
CHILDREN’S
$5

"GEORGY GIRL"
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

69’

Red Ram
10th & William St.
San Jose

35’

Spaghetti*

regular she

295-3805

Open at 4 P.M. Dailv
AY.

NEW CLASSICS FROM
S MOSIER S VOICE

RCA VICTOR
HEIFETZ

1.1 I /N 11N+. l’IHCL

WOODEN SKIS & BINDINGS
HEAD SKIS & BINDINGS

.

.1)

SAINT.SONS,.,01,1, N4. I
.>11.4tit

a .444,4

..850()K.,

skirt hi

SWITCH POPSIARTNUI4 MUM

_
Music from Million Do& Shows
it -a lit
1,.at V11(0
’.(11Nitrt
,7flifiKSOORI

ut.
FRILL eftwor

0111
Cti AR

lungaMmo I
At
.501aD

DAY 1141 lAirage
CAN Sfl

THE SECOND VOLUME OF
LEONTYNE PRICE, PRIMA DONNA
1,,[ as inieniti,nt .4
hisi Includes icrei tone from
I !andel to Puccini.
- sleep Waikore Scene" from Verdi’s
klacBeth. "I a Slarnma Mona" born iimilano’s Andrea (’he flier, plus se, en other pp p., . I
Ntolinari-Pradelli conii Sr -24/h8i
hi. I. .1 !1,,, .10111111 l, he Roston SIiiphorry under I ein,
dm I Ow r; otound soenth NV rflphom Sit the depths and
:meat uork tree y rimed bv the Hoston
1(1111,1,1,11,
YII.1 pp p recottled :i1,111414:1, complete ,ith all
icrea, I

SAINT-SAE NS
(Sonata 1. in
Viler their performance of ibis a ’irk :It Carnegie flail last
December, the response sits so 015,41 Mai Heilet, decided to
record the v.orl. wth Wool, Smith. AN., included are worlo4
by Sibelius. 12.4,1miamnoff, V4, tenia, ski e/r. f-alla. (I.SC-29781

BIZET: L’ARLF:SIENNE SUITES #1
MARTINON, CHIC %CO SYMPHONY
OR CHESTR-’.. ILS(’-2939)
MOZART: 4 HORN (’ONCERTI. CIVIL/
KEMPF-, ROYAL PI111.1-1,MINIONIC
ORCHESTRA.ILSC-2973)
BRAHNIS: SERENADE IN D - OP. 11.
CHAMBER SYMPHONY OF PHILADELPHIA
(I.SC-2976i
HANDEL: HERCITES. VIENNA RADIO
ORUDES TR S. 11,5C-61511
NUM.\ la: II
RE P %STORE. ORCHESTRA
OF- N
il.SC-7049)
(111)1,1’,: NOCTI RNES. RUBINSTEIN.
1.51. .700(l)

melt,
in

51,4
’

1
a 1 .
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ON SALE
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firs to an all new
t. I oi I adv," "Calear I)av Yin,
114,4mo-41 hy the
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JOHN GARY SINGS ON
RCA VICTOR
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU
in this

4411,4iM silly
rohn arsuc.. surer 144E1114:st,
itt.4,441444 atie it4t is. I 1-) I,. R4,110111i, Iii I

Young At Heart. Thank
here Was N ou, Michelle.

.,n4I 7 more.

CARNEGIE HALL CONCERT

I he It, SI uith the Best . . Like: A Little Bit Of Heaven: Fanny: Sunrise.
Sp:mu,,p l:nchained Melody; Danny Roy; Cockles And Mussels, and other

SPANISH MOONLIGHT

S Silk hit of the Latin Gary, with, Granada. I a Malaguena, Civantanamers,
I osc Me With All Your Heart (Cuando Calicnta el Son. Poinciana, dt others.

ON SALE
Sole Emil Swanky

$1

53

S15

WITH LOVE"

THE BEST OF JOHN GARY
$4

292-6778

SIDNEY POITIER

Dream, The
hest seller for Mr Icily. Includes: More. 1 he Impossible
(int In the World. She Lose, Me, Softly As I Leave Sou,
S1,4
ohi oho., in a .:oncci ol the ( irand Manner.

*DOWN PARKAS . . . 20% Off

$5

$10.50 & up

i)(; .s,mils Third Street

$50.00 & up

.sais Jam., California

SALE NOW IN PROGRESS!

52

STUDIO
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.

EVERY TUESDAY

Jae

PANTS AND PARKAS . . . Up to 30% Off

San Joss

----.--

8 inch pizzas
all varieties

NOW
$12.50
with Competition Stripe

40 Bassistt St.

294-6535

more Spanish major; Joan Carlson, junior interior decoration
major; Christine Caviglia, senior
speech correction major: Maryanna Clark, senior social science
major; Valerie Dickerson, senior
journalism major; Georgett Esque, sophomore drama major:
Jane Lundgren, junior sociology
major; Susan Siegrist, senior
public relations major, and Sharry Sordello, sophomore psychology major.

EVERY MONDAY

POPULAR ICELANDIC MODEL

Boots
ties, typewriters

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

SPECIAL!

SKI SWEATERS . . . 30 to 60% Off

Pants

New portables
Rental -purchase.
Free delivery

festivities, October 27 November 4 and will be crowned at
the Coronation Ball Friday, October 27.
The ten semi-finalists are:
Ronnie Beckley, junior English
major:
Dorothy Blake, sopho.

On,

HOW’S
I I A.M.-3 P.M.
4 P.M. -1 I P.M.

XEROX COPIES

through a student body vote to
reign over the 1967 Homecoming

DO THIS NOW!

ARTHUR FIEDLER

I th & E. SAN CARLOS

CLOSED SUNDAY

Ten semi-finalists for Homecoming Queen at SJS have been
announced. One will be chosen,

BEETHOVEN: 7th SYMPHONY

244 So. 2nd St. San Jose

ENGLISH

MONDAY -SATURDAY

’CLUTTER RUGS’
SAUSALITO (API - Nine hippies were arrested Sunday night
for cluttering a municipal hillside
stairway so thickly that no one
could get past.
Similar congregations had led to
the passage eight months ago of
ordinance making it a misdemeanor for anyone to block a
thoroughfare.

cki Chalet

444

NEXT TO SPEEDY 7-11

I

The Air Force is accepting
applications from senior coeds
who will be receiving their degrees within 210 days, for a
commision of Second Lieutenant
on the Aerospace Team.
Those meeting educational requirements may contact Sgt.
Ken Stears at the local AltForce recruiting office at the
San Jose Post Office, First and
St. John Streets, or call 2952010.

rrermon’s

FISH ’N. CIIII’S

S.

Air Force Seeks
Women Seniors

Until recently the Flying
Twenty, Inc., was an official oncampus organization, but an order from the Chancellor’s office
now prohibits students from
traveling to or from college
sponsored activities on non-commercial, unapproved airlines.
The club still operates under
direction of SJS students and
faculty, however, and is recognized at air meets as representative of SJS.

FAltRELL’S

He

g 16
ecovg the
!wart
naive

The keio University Mandolin Orchestra from Japan will
appear in concert Friday vening at 8:15 (Oct. 20) in Morris Dailey Auditorium. The performance is part of the "Invitation To The Arts" series sponsored by the College Union Program Board.
Soprano Yukiko Osaki, acclaimed "Primadonna of Japan"
and graduate of the Tokyo University of Arts, will be soloist.
Gershwin’s "Summertime" and
"Shiba no Orido" (Japanese Cradle Song) are among her solos
for the performance.
The orchestra is on its third
concert tour of the Pacific
Coast States, and has been one
of Japan’s leading musical
groups for more than 50 years.
Conducted by Professor Tadashi Hattori, the orchestra of
mandolins, guitars, double-bass,
flutes, clarinets, and percussion,
has a repertoire of every type of
music.
The "B arber of Seville",
Listz’s Hungarian Rhapsody No.
2. and Japanese selections are
included in the evening’s diversified program.
Tickets may be obtained without charge to faculty or students
in the Student Affairs Business
Office upon presentation of faculty or student body card.
Appearing next in the "Invitation To The Arts" series on Nov.
1st will be actor Fredd Wayne
in his one-man show "Benjamin
Franklin, Citizen."

BOB RINEHART, vice president of operations for the Flying
Twenty club, and Leslie Allen, freshman social science major, prepare for take -off on one of the three planes at San Jose Airport
owned by the flying club.

Last year the Federal Aviation Administration named the
Flying Twenty the "best managed, most efficient and safest

OVER 21?
NEED $5?

-

--Photo by Doug Monerd

Twenty faces such competition
as Purdue, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Montana and Texas A&M at the
National Inter-Collegiate Meet.
In 1965 the Flying Twenty
placed first in the events at
Boulder, Colorado. Last year at
Southern Illinois University the
club took overall standing of 7th
out of 27 entries. Over 500 pilots
usually participate in the twoand-a-halt day events.

SPARTAN DAILY...4
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The ’Fly-In’ Makes the Scene
With Airborne SJS Students

11

I.

Oriental Mandolins,
Soloist To Appear 10 Coeds To Compete
Here Friday Night For Homecoming Title

Near San Fernando

2(

47
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A proposal for a radical changi
in the system -wide State Colleci
faculty grievance procedure await
final action by the Board of Trustees at its Oct. 25 meeting.
The

present

grievance

proce-

dure, considered outmoded and in
adequate, was instituted in 1981.
The proposed change in the system was drawn up by the Aca-

Seventh St. Table
Offers Books at Cost, Discussion

tislay and
One fellow eannt
that ’all religion is based on
death.’ He talked and then ran
oIi. We hope he comes back to
finish the discussion, said Larry
Tolley, graudate student in chemistry.
Tolley is a member of InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, an
"inter-denominational" campus organization which sponsors a table
on Seventh Street every Friday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. It is open
to anyone tA Ito wants to stop and

demic Senate of the State Colleges. The Senate comprises faculty representatives from each of
the 18 campuses.
If instituted, the new grievaiii:e
machinery would place the fitia:
\MBIUDGli, Mass. (AP) -authority and disposition of grievances solely in the hands of a fac- Scott Romney, 26, son of Michiulty committee at the individual
Kan Gov. George Romney, was
campuses.
described as in good condition
after undergoing surgery Sunday
OPPOSITION

discuss Christian concepts in application to today’s issues.
The table also offers at cost
price such literature as: Dietrich
Bobhoeffer’s -Ethics," and C. S.
Lewis’ ’’Mere Christianity."
"We’ve had some real hot discusions," said Tolley. "Today we’ve
discussed such topics as the foundations of believing in God, and
what does it really mean to be
human. But this afternoon (discussion) has mostly centered on
the Vietnam issue"

Romney’s Son Undergoes Surgery

treated to "oldies but goodStudents on Seventh Street v
ies," Friday as Jim Cahalan (left) and Bill Santana, play records
that were hits in the 30s and ’40s.

Just Two Grasside DJs
Spinning the Ole 78s
reisii,is have been in his family
day- . .0 just have
play 78’s and listen to them out in since 19-10, when "Mrs. Rossi, who
the sun." according to Bill San- lived down the street, died and
tana, senior history major from didn’t want them anymore, so we
took them."
San Jose.
Mrs. Rossi didn’t really die, she
Santana and friend, Jim Cahalan, junior economics major, did just didn’t \,:int the records, Cajust that Friday in front of the halan later .:splained.
unused entrance to the faculty
Nils Peters..n. associate profeslounge of the cafeteria. The pair sor (if End-] at,. It,
1:11
had set up a record player and father if thr
aisiiiriling to
were treating passers-by to sounds: Cahalan. Cahalan said the purpose
that were originally reeiirded dec- of the scene was to glve Ot’oPle a
ades ago.
chance to hear things they never
"When the moon shines over the heard before.
cowshed, I’ll be waiting at I he
Among the things that some
k -k -k -kitchen door." crooned Spilt.: students never heard before were,
Jones and his City Slietto -.
-Red ma" by the Five Scamps,
S titans and Cahalan relaxed vi h -Chloe"s Spike Jones and his
it’ shoes off.
and Will Bradley’s
.’ithalan explained that many it
i o n of "Booglie Wooglie

Fulbright Grant
USIA, State Dept.
Deadiine Thursday
Offer Information
On Foreign Careers

oil. Pi is the
!or
pima t ms tor Fulbriglit set
ships, according to 1>onald I:
financial aids director.
The government
graduate study or
study and professional training in
the creative and performing arts
abroad.
Over 800 grants are available
for study in 52 countries. Applicalion forms may be obtained in the
Financial Aids Office. Adm. 2-12.

Coro

Interviews

Applicants for internships in
Public Affairs will be interviewed
by Jeremy Jones of the Coro
Foundation Monday. Oct. 2:1 in III,’
Placement Center. Adm. 2:t1.
The Coro Foundation is a nonprofit educational institution which
prepares men and women for responsible careers in public life. Application is open to degree holders
in all majors and graduating sere
jot’s.

Officer I toil I.
tl.
it
be on camp.,
today to meet with students anil
faculty concerning careers with
the Department of State and the
U. S. Information Agency.
The meeting is scheduled for
330 p.m. in Room 116 of the
Speech and Drama Building.
Poterson will speak on the life
of Foreign Service Officers and
prOVidt information concerning app’ ica t ion procedures for the annual
Foreign Service Examination.
The application deadline for 1968
graduates is October 21, 1967. All
interested seniors and graduate
students may attend this meeting
to obtain further information prior
to the closing of applications. The
test is scheduled for Dec. 2, 1967.
In addition to senior and graduate students, underclassmen who
are considering foreign service
ariers:
are eneouraged to attend.
S,.rk ice

:

,

recJiith inA) giimer7
’ atyou/. Rymouth 7..diers.

The Chancellor and state college
presidents are voicing opposition
to this plan, since it would effecthely exclude them in resolving
1.,iolty grievances.
The board was to have decided
rin the proposed change at its last
but deferred the decision
so that faculty at each campus
-odd review the proposed change
..int make further recommendations.
At SJS an ad hoc committee of
the Academic Council reviewed the
change making one slight amendment to the proposal.
That change would allow the
college president to review the faculty grievance committees’ decision on the case before it became
final.

whete the beatgoes on.

.1

The

Department

of

Natural

Science is now offering tours of
the heavens which began last night
at 7:45. The tours will be given
every Tuesday evening and on alternate Monday

and Wednesday

nights.
Using the department’s 10’ji-inch
900 power telescope, It is posible
to see the rings of Saturn, inside
craters on the Moon and many
spectacular star clusters,
Sign-ups for the tours, limited
to eight people, are being taken in
the Science building at the Physics stoterumn,

WE DELIVER!
12" PIZZAS
$1.95
Chicken Dinners
$1.55
Spaghetti Dinners
99c

Join The SJS

SKI
Old)

DELIVERY HOURS:
SUN. THRU THURS.-5 to 12
FRI. AND SAT. -4 to 2 a.m.

San Jose State Ski Club is featuring a thrilling ski film,
refreshments, and an interesting guest speaker.

10th and WILLIAM
OPEN DAILY AT 4 p.m.

"Sign up for the coming lee Skating Trip"

DELIVERY-295-3805

Farulty

lie there Tues. evening 1141. ITI11 ItMR lu.

to

look at the tii..o.ens?

1.111:1

FINAL DECISION

Spartan Daily Classifieds

When placing a
classified ad
remember:
1. List the price. Many

prospective buyers
will not be interested
in an article without
knowing the price.
2. Make sure you are
home on the days you
advertise. If you will
be home only in the
mornings or a ft ernoons, indicate it in
your ad.
3. Don’t omit or abbreviate important words
to save money. Ads
that are easy to understand get the best
results.
4. If you are placing a
Help Wanted ad,
make sure you state
whether the job is
paid by salary or commission.

You can get results
with a Spartan Daily
Classified Ad. Place
your ad today in JC206. Hours: MWF
10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
and 2 p.m. until 3:30
p.m. TTh 11 a.m. to
12 noon and 2 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

40.

for removal of a gangrenous appendix.
Ronna Romney, Scott’s bride of
less than two months, said he was
taken to Mt. Auburn Hospital
early Sunday and operated on

St., Givers! Would you liht.
get

Tolley said the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship also sponsors
a group discussion every Friday
evening, usually with a guest
speaker. He mentioned that the
students who attend are from
all religions, which sometimes
makes the discussions very interesting.
"This is our first year having a
table at SJS," said ’Tolley. "But
we’ve had one at Berkeley for
three years."
"We talk about anything," Tolley said. "We’re not trying to
evangelize, just discuss."

about eight hours later.
"The doctor told me the appendix hadn’t ruptured, but he said
they got to it just in time." Mrs.
Romney said. "The doctor said it
was gangrenous."
Romnay, a second year student
at Harvard Law School, was expected to remain hospitalized for
at least five days. Romney and
his wife live In Watertown, a Boston suburb,

The president could make a further recommendation for the fact y committee’s consideration, hut
the committee would still retain
tIt,’ final :Authority.
The Academic Senate’s proposed
change is a delicate issue in that
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
it forces the Board of Trustees
into making a final decision on
YOGA
a proposal which is clearly the PRACTICE AND CLASSES on Philosophy
of MEDITATION. Call 8
&
Psychology
will of the State College faculties.
sn to i0 ore, daily 286-5487.
Some faculty members are preTIRED OF SITTING home Fri. nights
dicting that the Board will postsi? Have fun. Get a date. Call
pone making this decision at the
,40. Run by SJS students G tis
he bashful, he’s probabli ot ng
October 25th meeting.

5. It will take two days
for your ad to appear
in print. Be sure to
give yourself enough
time.

le new Hyinouth RoadRunner
now at your Pi)/motith Dealer.’s

Telescope Tours
For Stargazers

Board To Consider
’Fellowship’s
Grievance Change ’
In College System

day, eh-totter 17. 1987

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share APPROVED WOMEN’S HOUSING conLOST AND FOUND 161
"penthouse" apt. with 4 others. 80 tract for sale - czra - housemother,
Auzerais #14, near St. Claire Hotel. Kennedy Hall. 555 S. 10th St.
$50/rno.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to LOST 10,9. BLACK leather camera
case. Poward. Coll 294.5052.
CLEAN 2 BORM. FURNISHED apt. 495 share newly furnished apt. 555 S. 8th
E. William at 11th St. after 5 p.m. St. #4. Call 295-4283.
PERSONALS (71
I OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed
mar. #1 S135/nso
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 5130/ to share rn - Linn, apt. with two others.
287-6753.
call
351
S.
‘,.
#9
or
MADE CONTEMPORARY
mo. Apt. #22 of the International Hall
CUSTOM
E. William & S. 9th, Contact Larry GAY GUY LOOKING
irrnmate. wedding rings. Original jewelry in call
’
Ca.]
".^so 294.6019
.,tur 6 p.m. gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273/
Canada/Mike Silva after 3 p.m.
354-8200.
QUALITY HAIR PIECES and falls. All
& 1,, .ohs. Reasonable prices.
iFS
Coil 298-3263.
seer.
bt
r

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

AUTOMOTIVE (2)
$/95. Call

’62 TR3.
294-1087.

SERVICES 181

’67 HONDA CB 160. 4000 miles. Excel Call Mike 968-3257
,..,

RENT A TV OR stenos, from Echo’s.
Free delivery, free service. Call al.
2598.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM PAPERS,
etc., experienced and fast. Phone 2698674.
EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, term papers,
etc. Phone 258-4335.
TV’s FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8 Per month. Call 377-2935.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
Term papers. etc. Call 264-8592.
TIRED OF YOUR conventional roommate? The CLASSIFIED JABBERWOCK
will help you get anything you can
stand.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, manuscripts.
theses, etc. Reasonable. Work guaranteed. 294-3772, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
CUSTOM SANDALS BY COM 128 N.
10th St. #5. 2.4 or after 8 p.m. $15
and up.

YnW

’59 SPRITE. NEW engine. Excellent con.
upols., etc. 293dition.
E166 after 5:30 p.m.
’58 CAD. LIMOUSINE. Be the first one
on your block. Low mileage, air cond.,
good shape. $1000 or offer. 246.1377.
’59 "THAMES" ENGLISH Ford van.
Recent salve job. Has bed & radio
(needs speaker). Will go anywhere.
$350. Larry Letner. 2155 Lanai Ave.
#122 after 6 p.m. call 251-8006.
’63 VESPA GS needs new owner! Great
tor town travel, good condition. 2
seater, luggage rack. 257-0906 after
5 p.m.
’59 WI, PORSCHE ENGINE. Many extras. Call Rich 298-9987. $680.
’55 FORD AUTOMATIC. 2 -door. New
t ro.. L;.e new interior. $125. Call 269016/.
’67 HONDA. GOOD condition. Drafted,
must s.
C
Roger after 5 p.m. 241.
3866.

r

TRANSPORTATION 191
GIRL NEEDS RIDE TO & from Laguna
Seca - Oct. 15 - Cathy 293-9814 FREE BEER.

.
CAC/

FOR SALE 131
AXittez,.,
AUTHENTIC SHIP’S HATCHCOVERS
11,1.,sted ready for finishing. Make
own Spanish coffee fable. We
s
show you how! 59z29"521/2".
- 50. Call 292-5348,
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, 175th
J. 1768-1943 with II yrs.
585. Call 241-1212,
irC
GIBSON SIX STRING guitar with case,
beautiful condition. $80. LGO model.
Call 297-7355.
5-00MM TELEPHOTO LENS. Russian
mirror - It, Fits all 35mm SLR’s.
$160. Marl,harn Hall 1165 294.6019.
HELP WANTED 141
1 GIRL - PART TIME WORK after 5
p.m. in exchange for room and board.
Call 286-0883.
PART TIME WORK in nursery school.
mornings. Close to campus. Salary open.
Call 286.0883 after 6 P...
HASHER WANTED FOR girls dorm
house. Telephone 297-6860.
INSURANCE MAJOR
Man or Woman
Leads furnished
Draw against commissions
For appointment
Telephone 378-5060
HOUSING 151
HALLS OF IVY
WOMEN’S HOUSING -- apartment or
room & board. Call 297-1814,
ROOM & BOARD, ROOMS with kit.
priv., & apts. All shared for men only.
69 S, 10th St. Parking available. Good
food, clean furnished apartments.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY - I female
roommate. $37.50/mo. With pool. 428
S. 11th St. #6. 298-2681.

VERY 5E1-00A4 14AVE A
El.-OQUENTI.-‘f %JUST -106-TIgEAr’lle/P%Lbe-EAR)A

’Ff7. 17

CLASSIFIED RATES
To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just till out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
1206, San lose State
College, San Jos.
Calif. 95114.

Minimum
Three lines
One day

One day

3
4
5
6

1.50
2.002.503.00

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addiDonal line

Three days

Five days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

*50

Print your ad here:
(Count approxlmstel, 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

o Announcements

(I)
O Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
Lost and Found (8)
Er Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to I p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

O

Name

To Place
an ad:

(Please F9int)

For

days.

Oty

hens
Mum Wm 2 dm

Address
Enclosed Is

Start ad..
altar placing ter ad to appear.

Phone
(Date)

294-6414, Ext. 2465

